
Magical Marvellous Makery
Wild Things

Science

Changes of state Reversible/ irreversible

Melting chocolate Charlie and the chocolate
factory link: Chocolate room

Cooking egg

Melting wax

Making slime:
Golden time treat!

Why does the slime change?
Exploring chemical reactions.

The water cycle Liquid and gas
Bubble room in Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory. How

are bubbles formed.

Literacy

Text: Charlie and the
Chocolate factory

Descriptive writing

Settings

Children will look at different scenes: Charlie’s house,
Wonka factory front, chocolate room. Describe setting.
Children will also be learning to illustrate these scenes

using water colour and pen.

Characters

Looking at different characters in Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory: Mr Wonka, Charlie, Augustus,

Violet, Veruca, Mike Teevee

Children will act out and hot seat characters 
and create their own descriptions of them. 

Instruction writing

Designing and writing instructions for a ‘Meal Sweet’
Children will make up their own sweet that contains

the flavour of a whole meal and instructions will
explain how to make it.

SPAG

Fronted adverbial Expanded
noun phrases

Contractions:
you are/ you’re

Art

Artist: Quentin Blake

Learning to draw characters ‘imperfectly’ according
to Quentin Blakes technique. Children explore

characters and settings in literacy and draw these.
Colour up using watercolour.

Techniques

Watercolour

Pencil

Pen and Ink

ICT

E Safety
Can I protect my personal information 

when I do different things on line?
Programming: can I put program commands 

into a sequence to achieve a specific outcome? 
Multimedia: Can I create different effects with different 

technology tools? Technology in our lives: can I 
describe the World Wide Web as part of the 

internet that contains websites? 

MathsAddition and
subtraction

Children show greater
understanding through money and

how to spend in a sweet shop
Multiplication
and division

Chocolate and sweets
arranged in blocks or ‘arrays’ Music and Drama

Songs from Charlie and
the chocolate factory

Acting out different characters from Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory: Children will explore different

characters and how they would respond to receiving
chocolate. Link to RE and PSHE: Roald Dahl uses different types 

of role models in his texts.

Drama physical acting: creating a machine as a team that
makes a meal sweet: children will use their bodies to act out

different parts of the process of producing a meal sweet:
linked to instruction writing.

Literacy festival: Children explore the
book ‘The School of Music’ and what

makes a musician.

Children will visit the
Literature festival and meet

the author of the book.

RE

Charlie cares about his family. Different
ways you can care for others

PHSE: Different choices children make 
and why some choices are better than others. 

What is
important to

you?

History and geography

South America

Mayans

Horrible History’s project

Where they come from

Currency Gods

Mayan’s maths
masterclass

Dragons Den

Make money grow

Children design, make and sell a product
using a budget of £20 and see how much

they can make it grow.

Values
Kindness and humility


